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BB in a tight spot

The central bank plans to continue its expansionary monetary policy in the second half of the current fiscal year

because of the persistent business slowdown caused by the coronavirus pandemic.  The monetary policy

committee of the central bank will sit on January 31 to decide whether the unconventional tools of the policy will

be revised, said a number of central bankers with direct knowledge about the matter. The major targets of the

monetary policy for 2020-21 will not change to a large extent given the economic hardship, they said. But

economists termed the situation "very challenging" for the central bank to implement the monetary policy in the

wake of an escalation of excess liquidity in the banking industry. The central bank's stance of continuing the

expansionary monetary policy is justified, but it has to contain the excess liquidity at any cost, they said. Although

there is little probability of inflation escalating at this moment, the excess liquidity has already had an adverse

impact on the interest rate of fixed deposit schemes, largely hovering between 3 to 4 per cent.      
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/bb-tight-spot-2033997

China's duty rebate yields little for BD

The prolonged tariff preferences have hardly helped Bangladesh boost exports to the Chinese market due to

narrow product basket, stringent value addition requirement and the lack of competitiveness, stakeholders and

experts say. Bangladesh has enjoyed tariff benefits in the Chinese market under zero-duty scheme of the World

Trade Organisation (WTO) for the least developed countries (LDCs) and the Asia Pacific Trade Agreement (APTA)

simultaneously for years, but till now the export figure could not cross the billion-dollar mark. China offered duty

free facility on its 61 per cent tariff lines to Bangladesh and other least developed countries (LDCs) in 2010. Most

recently, the duty-free coverage has been raised to 97 per cent. Some 8,256 Bangladeshi products are now

enjoying zero- tariff treatment in the Chinese market.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/chinas-duty-rebate-yields-little-for-bd-1611595226
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Austrian motorcycle brand KTM launched in Bangladesh

Runner Automobiles Limited on Monday launched two models of Austrian motorcycle brand KTM — KTM 125

Duke and KTM RC 125 — in Bangladesh. Runner Automobiles in partnership with global motorcycle brand KTM

unveiled the motorcycles at a ceremony held at the Runner Automobiles’ factory at Bhaluka in Mymensingh.

Runner Automobiles managing director and chief executive officer Reazul Chowdhury said, ‘We are excited to

introduce KTM Duke and KTM RC in Bangladesh through this official launch event.’ Reazul also said that the

company would gradually go for manufacturing KTM motorcycles in the country. Runner Automobiles director

Amid Sakif Khan said that KTM promised to provide an exemplary display of quality assurance and customer

services in the days ahead.

Govt targets $4b from ship exports by 2025

The cabinet yesterday approved the Shipbuilding Industry Development Policy 2020 to facilitate the growth of the

labour-intensive sector and generate export earnings. The policy aims to fetch $4 billion through ship exports by

2025, according to Cabinet Secretary Khandaker Anwarul Islam. Under the policy, benefits and loans can be

accessed by shipbuilders. This will also help create more employment opportunities and reduce the country's

import dependence, Islam said during a press briefing at the secretariat. In order to implement the policy, there

are plans to reduce taxes and VAT as well as provide long-term loans to public and private shipbuilders. "Many

exporting countries, including Germany and Italy, have moved away from the shipbuilding industry, creating a

good opportunity for Bangladesh," Islam added.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/govt-targets-4b-ship-exports-2025-2033993
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The mobile network operators still owe the Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission (BTRC) a

grand total of Tk 13,000 crore. From the amount owed, Grameenphone and Robi are yet to pay Tk 10,579.4 crore

and Tk 729.23 crore respectively, which stems from the highly-publicised government audit claims. State-run

Teletalk's arrears of Tk 1,575.13 crore is for 3G spectrum allocation, while the now-defunct Citycell's due of Tk

128.6 crore was set by the High Court. The remaining operator, Bangalink, has not been audited yet. The BTRC in

2016 claimed Tk 12,579.95 crore from Grameenphone and Tk 867.23 crore from Robi, the second largest operator

in taxes and late fees accumulated over several years. Of the total, the principal audit claim from Robi was Tk 315

crore, and Tk 6,385 crore from Grameenphone.

https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2021/01/26/btrc-yet-to-realise-tk-13-000cr-in-arrears-from-mobile-operators

https://www.newagebd.net/article/128278/austrian-motorcycle-brand-ktm-launched-in-bangladesh

BTRC yet to realise Tk 13,000cr in arrears from mobile operators
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Disclaimer

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.

Lending Vol.

Highest Lowest Weighted avg. (BDT Crore)

24 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 1.62 5,222

21 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 1.65 4,879

20 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 1.52 6,314

19 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 1.69 4,697

18 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 1.49 6,744

17 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 1.68 4,807

14 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 1.81 3,951

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Date
Call Money Rate

Currency Buying Selling

USD 84.8 84.8

EUR 102.6 102.7

GBP 115.8 115.8

AUD 65.7 65.7

JPY 0.82 0.82

CAD 67.1 67.1

SEK 10.12 10.17

SGD 64.0 64.0

CNH 13.1 13.1

INR 1.2 1.2

Exchange Rates


